
Glow in the dark cats
GLOWING kittens with resistance to disease have been created by sci
entists searching for a cure for Aids

The domestic cats had their DNA modified with a gene that fights off
an HIV like virus and a second one from a fluorescent jellyfish that
makes their bodies shine green under ultraviolet light

The purpose of the study was to show how a natural protein that pre
vents macaque monkeys developing Aids can do the same in cats

The two genes are linked and the jellyfish gene is used to track the
other one for the protein

Shining a UV light on the cats produced an eerie green glow confirm
ing that the protein was being made in their tissues and that the tech
nique had worked

The genetically modified cats creators say the research will speed up
the search for vaccines and treatments against HIV the Aids virus that
has claimed more than 30million lives around the world

With HIV like viruses also wreaking havoc among felines from
domestic moggies to big cats the research could improve animal health

In future people could buy pets that are resistant to numerous dis
eases removing the need for frequent and expensive trips to the vet for
vaccination

Novelty glow in the dark breeds are also a possibility
But critics say the technique takes a high toll on animal welfarts and

that scientists should be reducing the number of animals they experi
ment on

The researchers from the respected Mayo Clinic in the U S used
harmless viruses to transfer genes into eggs removed from pet cats dur
ing routine spaying

One gene makes a fluorescent protein the other produces a protein
that fights off feline immunodeficiency virus or FIV the cat version of
HIV The eggs were then fertilised through IVP and implanted in surro
gate mothers
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